The Current State of Elective off-Pump Coronary Bypass Surgery
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In recent years of coronary bypass surgery, despite the accelerated development of surgical techniques and equipment, the debate over off-pump and on-pump surgery has not lost its popularity. Classically the off-pump procedures are suitable for the patients with high rates of morbidity and potential mortality including low ejection fraction, stroke, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and renal failure. However, the recommended surgical patient should preferentially have single vessel disease with anterior location without calcification, should be hemodynamically stable and should have every risk factor as low as possible [1]. Even this controversy creates a conflict in every single cardiac surgery resident beginning early in their education period. So, how can we decide on off-pump or on-pump?

The debate has accelerated following ROOBY Trial (2203 patients were enrolled) published in 2009 [2]. The trial concluded that by the end of first year, the rates of patency were lower in the off-pump group with higher incidences of composite primary outcomes including death, reoperation, new mechanical support, cardiac arrest, coma, stroke and renal failure. The study caused confliction in every single cardiac surgeon who ever preferred off-pump or on-pump. A meta-analysis published in 2012 also revealed that off-pump surgery increased overall mortality [3]. While the results of this meta-analysis were being digested by cardiac surgeons, not so soon after, in 2013, the results of CORONARY Trial were published [4]. The study comprised a higher number of patients (n: 4752) with increased risk compared to ROOBY Trial, but the surgeons were more experienced in off-pump surgery. The results were astonishing, because at 30 days and at one year the rates of composite outcomes including death, nonfatal stroke, nonfatal myocardial infarction and new renal failure were not significantly different between the groups.

This was followed by The GOPCABE Trial also published in 2013 [5]. The study included elderly patients (over 75 years of age, n: 2539). The composite outcomes were similar at 30 days.

It is very hard for a cardiac surgeon to decide whether to use off-pump or on-pump. However, the degree of expertise and the overall percentage of each technique involved during the education of the resident determine the decision of the surgeon. It is quite a burden even while the guidelines on revascularization do not suggest one over another [6]. It is therefore an individual decision for now. We hope further studies will lower this burden over our shoulders.
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